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Dielectric response and electro-optical effects in suspensions of anisotropic particles

Ohad Levy
Department of Physics, Nuclear Research Center Negev, P.O.Box 9001, Beer-Sheva 84190, Israel

~Received 16 April 2002; published 25 July 2002!

The dielectric properties of suspensions of microellipsoids may be controlled by reorientation of the particles
in an applied electric field. We study this process and the resulting electro-optical effects for fields of arbitrary
strength. The magnitude of these effects is determined by the concentration of the particles, their intrinsic
dielectric anisotropy and their shape. The approach presented here provides an explicit link between the
particle properties, their orientation distribution and the field-induced birefringence and electro-optical phase
shift of the suspensions, taking into account the electrostatic interaction among the particles at moderate
concentrations. It reproduces well published experimental observations and should therefore be useful for
studying electro-optical properties as well as reorientation phenomena in these systems.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.66.011404 PACS number~s!: 82.70.2y, 42.70.2a, 78.20.Jq, 78.67.2n
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I. INTRODUCTION

Liquid suspensions of shaped microparticles possess
tively large nonlinear susceptibilities arising from the ea
reorientation of the particles by an externally applied fie
They are therefore interesting candidates for optical appl
tions such as electro-optic phase modulation of the K
type. Very dilute suspensions, with particle volume fracti
of 1% or less, have been studied as anisotropic artificial K
materials~AKM ! for various nonlinear optical applications
e.g. optical birefringence and phase conjugation@1–8#. In
these applications, which have been studied extensively
experimentally and theoretically, the polarization charac
istics of a probe light beam are altered by varying the int
sity or the direction of a strong pump beam. Alternative
electro-optical effects may be induced in these systems
applying a low-frequency electric field, which should lead
stronger effects since the polarizability of dielectric partic
is much greater at low frequencies than at optical frequ
cies. Experimental studies of these effects have shown
AKM may be used as intensity and phase modulat
@8–11#. Polarization modulation has also been studied th
retically by solving the wave equation for the two polariz
tion components of a probe beam in an anisotropic med
in the slowly varying envelope approximation@10#. In most
of these studies the suspensions are very dilute and ma
considered as random collections of independent partic
since the interaction among the particles is negligible. Ho
ever, ordering phenomena in these suspensions, and th
sulting electro-optical effects, are expected to be significa
enhanced with increasing particle concentration.

One attempt to take into account concentration effect
AKM is reported in the literature@8#. A mean field approxi-
mation is used to write an effective excluded volume pot
tial for the interaction between the particles. Combined w
the electrostatic energy it leads to a spontaneous phase
ration, similar to that observed in lyotropic liquid crystals,
high concentrations even at small electric fields. This is
surprising since the original derivation by Onsager of
isotropic-nematic phase separation in liquid crystals con
ered the liquid crystal as a simple suspension of rigid r
@12# very similar to an artificial Kerr material, which is de
1063-651X/2002/66~1!/011404~6!/$20.00 66 0114
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scribed here as a suspension of ellipsoids. The phases
characterized by the orientational order parameter of the
pension, which is very small in one phase and of order un
in the other. The order parameter is predicted to exhibit h
teresis as a function of applied field at concentrations n
the phase separation. However, this type of behavior has
been observed in experiments. This treatment also ign
the electrostatic interaction between the particles, wh
should be significant even at concentrations much lower t
those required for spontaneous phase separation.

In this paper an alternative approach is presented base
calculating the field-dependent dielectric properties of
AKM, from which the electro-optical phase shift and field
induced birefringence may be easily derived. This appro
takes into account concentration effects and the average
trostatic interaction between the particles. It leads to an
pression for the effective dielectric tensor of a suspens
which depends explicitly on the orientation distribution
the microparticles. The field-dependent response of
sample is calculated by relating this distribution to the ma
nitude of an externally applied low-frequency field. In th
dilute limit we obtain analytic expressions for the effecti
dielectric tensor of the suspension and for the electro-opt
effects determined from it. The electrostatic interactions
taken into account using an extension of the well-kno
Maxwell Garnett approximation to suspensions of ani
tropic particles. The electro-optical effects turn out to
quite sensitive to changes in particle shape, concentra
and orientation distribution and may therefore be useful
studying reorientation phenomena, overcoming the proble
due to light scattering, in these materials.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The Ma
well Garnett approximation for suspensions of anisotro
inclusions is introduced in Sec. II. In Sec. III, we discuss t
reorientation of the particles from their initial random orie
tation distribution to a steady state under thermal fluctuati
in the presence of applied field. The electro-optical effe
are presented in Sec. IV. Finally, some brief conclusions
included in Sec. V.

II. DIELECTRIC RESPONSE OF SUSPENSIONS
OF ANISOTROPIC PARTICLES

An exact calculation of the effective properties of an i
homogeneous medium is in general an intractable probl
©2002 The American Physical Society04-1
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The literature on this subject therefore includes a wide v
ety of approximate schemes, each of which is appropriate
different types of composite microgeometries~see, for ex-
ample, the review papers@13,14#, and references therein!.
One of those, which is particularly useful for microgeom
etries in which a host material and isolated inclusions
other materials are clearly identified, is the Maxwell Garn
~MG! approximation. It involves an exact calculation of th
field induced in the uniform host by a single spherical
ellipsoidal inclusion and an approximate treatment of its d
tortion by the electrostatic interaction between the differ
inclusions. This distortion is caused by the charge dipo
and higher multipoles induced in the other inclusions. T
induced dipole moments cause the longest range distort
and their average effect is included in the MG approxim
tion, which results in a uniform field inside all the inclusion
This approach has been extensively used for studying
properties of two-component mixtures in which both the h
and the inclusions are isotropic materials with scalar die
tric coefficients. In this paper, we use a variation of the M
approach that is adapted for mixtures where the host is
isotropic material with a scalar dielectric constanteh and the
inclusions are microellipsoids made of an anisotropic co
ponent with dielectric tensor

es5S e' 0 0

0 e' 0

0 0 e i

D . ~1!

We assume that in each inclusion the principal axes ofes are
parallel to the geometric axes of the ellipsoid. The orien
tion of the dielectric tensor differs from inclusion to inclu
sion, such that in a common coordinate systemes is trans-
formed to

ẽs5ResR
T, ~2!

whereR is the inclusion dependent rotation. The distributi
of orientations significantly influences the bulk effecti
properties of the material.

An AKM thin film is typically sandwiched between two
conducting electrodes and is electrically driven to obtain
desired effect. A voltage differenceV0 is applied between the
electrodes to modify the orientation distribution of the inc
sions.E0, the volume averaged field over the entire syste
host and inclusions, is determined by this voltage differe
and the width of the filmd, E05V0 /d. Solving the elec-
trostatic problem for an inclusion in this uniform field w
find that the uniform field inside the inclusion isĒs5k̃ĒL

and the induced dipole moment isps5(vs/4p)ãĒL , where

vs is the volume of the inclusion,k̃5RkRT, ã5RaRT, and
ĒL is the local field in the vicinity of the inclusion. Th
tensork is uniaxial with principal elements

k i5
eh

die i1~12di!eh
~3!

and
01140
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k'5
eh

d'e'1~12d'!eh
, ~4!

where di and d' are the depolarization coefficients of th
ellipsoidal inclusion along its principal axes@15#. The tensor
a is the polarizability per unit volume of the inclusion. It
principal elements are

a i5k i~e i2eh!

and

a'5k'~e'2eh!. ~5!

A simple method to calculateĒL , the average field acting on
each inclusion, usually referred to as the excluded volu
approach@13#, was proposed by Bragg and Pippard@16#. In a
mixture that is not too dense,ĒL is the average field in the
host medium. The averaged field over the entire system
side and outside the inclusions, must still beĒ0. The differ-
ence betweenĒL and Ē0 is due to the correlations betwee
positions of different spheres that arise from the prohibit
of overlap between them@16#. This leads to a simple relation
between the average fields in the host and in the inclusio

f ^Ēs&1~12 f !ĒL5Ē0 , ~6!

where the angular brackets denote a volume average ove
inclusions andf is their volume fraction. SubstitutingĒs , we
solve for ĒL and find

ĒL5
Ē0

~12 f !1 f ^k̃&
. ~7!

The denominators here and in the following equations sho
be interpreted as inverse matrices. The induced dipole
ment of a single inclusion is

ps5
vs

4p

ãĒ0

~12 f !1 f ^k̃&
, ~8!

which depends not only on the dielectric tensor of the inc
sion but on an average of the polarization field of all t
other inclusions in the system. The bulk effective dielect
tensor can be defined by the ratio between the volume a
aged displacement fieldD05^D&5ehĒ014p^P& and the
volume averaged electric fieldĒ05^E&. This leads to the
bulk effective dielectric tensor

ee f f5ehI 1
f ^ã&

12 f 1 f ^k̃&
. ~9!

This is the Maxwell Garnett result for mixtures of anis
tropic inclusions. It depends on the shape anisotropy of
inclusions, their dielectric tensores , and the orientation dis-
tribution of the rotation matricesR. It is valid in the static
case and in the quasistatic regime, where the wavelengt
the applied field is much larger than the particles. Expe
4-2
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ments have been reported for suspensions of particles
semimajor axis of 40mm or less and applied field wave
length at the microwave range or larger@4,8–11#, which are
well within the quasistatic regime.

For a mixture of many such inclusions, embedded in
isotropic host, it is convenient to define the coordinate s
tem such that the external fieldĒ0 is applied in the positivez
direction. In the absence of applied field the inclusion a
are uniformly distributed in all possible orientationsu
P@0,p/2# andwP@0,2p#, whereu andw are the polar and
azimuthal orientation angles, respectively. The application
an external field in thez direction does not change the di
tribution of the azimuthal anglew. The angleu, on the other
hand, decreases as the field is increased. The average te

^k̃& and ^ã& are therefore uniaxial with elements

^k̃&xx5^k̃&yy5
1

2
@k i1k'2~k i2k'!^cos2u&#

and

^k̃&zz5k'1~k i2k'!^cos2u& ~10!

and

^ã&xx5^ã&yy5
1

2
@a i1a'2~a i2a'!^cos2u&#

and

^ã&zz5a'1~a i2a'!^cos2u&, ~11!

respectively. The effective dielectric tensor also rema
uniaxial throughout the switching process.

It is clear that ifE050 the orientation distribution is uni
form overuP@0,p# andwP@0,2p# and the material should
be isotropic with a scalar dielectric coefficient. Indeed,
this casê cos2u&51/3, ^k̃& and ^ã& are isotropic and

ee f f5eh1 f
2a'1a i

3~12 f !1 f ~2k'1k i!
. ~12!

For spherical particles with a scalar dielectric coefficientes
this is reduced to

ee f f5eh1
3 f eh~es2eh!

~12 f !~es2eh!13eh
, ~13!

which is the well-known Maxwell Garnett result for mixture
of isotropic components@13#.

III. THE ORIENTATIONAL ORDER PARAMETER
AND DIELECTRIC RESPONSE

In the preceding section a simple method was prese
for calculating the dielectric behavior of AKM films, base
on the Maxwell Garnett approximation. The results obtain
depend explicitly on the orientation distribution of the m
croellipsoids. Averages of this distribution have to be eva
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ated for determining the orientational order parameter of
AKM

S5
1

2
~3^cos2u&21! ~14!

and the different elements of the bulk effective dielect
tensor. The order parameterS varies from 0 atE050, where
the orientation distribution is random, to 1 at large fiel
where all the ellipsoids are aligned with their principal ax
parallel to the field. At intermediate situationsS is deter-
mined by a thermal average of the electrostatic energy
seeks to orient the particles in the direction of the appl
field. The electrostatic energy of a single particle is

E52
1

2
psĒL52

vsãzzE0
2

8p~12 f 1 f ^k̃&zz!
2

, ~15!

whereps is the dipole moment of the inclusion. Similarly t
ps this energy depends not only on the dielectric tensor of
inclusion itself but on an average of the polarization field
all the other inclusions in the system.

Let us define the dimensionless electrostatic energyU
5@vsE0

2(a i2a')#/8pkT. We then obtain

^cos2u&5
1

Q
E e2E/kTcos2udV52

1

2Ũ
1

eŨ

ApŨErfi~AŨ !
,

~16!

where

Q5E e2E/kTdV52peŨ
a'

daA~p/Ũ !Erfi~AŨ !, ~17!

Ũ5
U

~12 f 1 f ^k̃&zz!
2

, ~18!

V is a solid angle,k is the Boltzmann constant, andT is the
temperature. Erfi(x)5(2/Ap)*0

xet2dt52 i •erf(ix) is the

modified error function. In the dilute limitf→0, Ũ is re-
duced toU and the calculation of the order parameter
straightforward. However, taking into account the elect
static interaction between particles we have to consider fi
f and the explicit dependence ofŨ on the orientation distri-
bution of all particles in the system. The solution in this ca
is obtained by a simultaneous numerical solution of Eqs.~16!
and~18!. The numerical calculation is easy in principle. Th
only difficulty arises in the computation of the modified err
function Erfi(x), for which we have used an algorithm fo
rapid computation of complex error functions developed
Hui et al. @17#.

The result~16! applies for prolate and oblate micropa
ticles. It is assumed here, for simplification, that the susp
sion is monodispersed, i.e.,vs is the same for all particles
however, similar results are obtained for any distribution
vs . As expected, whenE050, u is distributed uniformly
and ^cos2u&51/3. It varies sharply at small fields an
4-3
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reaches saturation (^cos2u&50,1, for da5a i2a',0,.0,
respectively! at large fields where all the ellipsoids a
aligned parallel to the field. For smallU we find ^cos2u&
51/314Ũ/451O(Ũ2).

The electric fields applied to induce reorientation are l
frequency~typically 100 kHz or less! @10,11#. The dielectric
coefficientse i , e' , andeh used in Eq.~16! should therefore
be the dielectric coefficients of the inclusions and liquid h
at these low frequencies. The field strength required for s
ration may be easily estimated from the definition ofU. For
a typical sample withda;1 and vs'10215 cm3 at T
5300 K, U;10 leads toE0'1 V/mm, i.e., voltages of
the order of 20 V are needed to bring a 20-mm-thick film to
saturation, in excellent agreement with the experimental
sults of Ref.@11#.

Typical results demonstrating the dependence of the o
parameterSon the volume fraction of the particles and the
aspect ratio are shown in Fig. 1.S is plotted as a function o
the dimensionless energyU and the corresponding voltag
V0 applied on a 20-mm-thick sample. In Fig. 1~a! results are
shown for suspensions of particles with axes aspect rati
1.7:1, corresponding to a principal depolarization factordi
50.2, and four different concentrationsf 50.01, 0.1, 0.3,
and 0.4. The rise ofS with increasing field is more rapid a
higher concentrations. It is evident that although the app
field is strong enough to saturate the rotational degree
freedom of the particles the concentrational effects are r
tively modest. This is in very good agreement with the e
perimental results of Kraliket al. @8#.

In Fig. 1~b! results are shown for suspensions with a fix
concentrationf 50.3 and particles with different axes aspe
ratios: prolate spheroids with aspect ratios of 3.2:1 and 1.
perfect spheres, and oblate spheroids with aspect rati
1.8:1, corresponding to the principal depolarization fact
di50.1, 0.2, 1/3, and 0.5, respectively. The effect of the
shape variations onS as a function ofU is again quite mod-
est. However, since shape variations also affectU, the effect
on S as a function of applied voltageV0 is significant. This
effect has not been examined experimentally.

OnceS is calculated, it is easy to evaluate the princip
elements of the effective dielectric tensor~9!. Typical results
for ee f f are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The elements of
effective dielectric tensor are shown as a function of app
voltage for AKM films of microellipsoids with different as
pect ratios and different volume fractions. It is clearly se
that smaller depolarization coefficients, larger volume fr
tions, and larger intrinsic anisotropies of the particles, lead
stronger dependence of the dielectric properties on the
plied field. In these examples, the effect also appears
spherical inclusions,di51/3, because of the intrinsic aniso
ropy of the inclusionse i5” e' .

IV. FIELD-INDUCED BIREFRINGENCE
AND OPTICAL PHASE SHIFT

Once the order parameterS is known, Eq.~9! can be used
to calculate the ordinary and extraordinary refractive indi
of the AKM. In this calculation, the dielectric coefficien
e i5ni

2 , e'5n'
2 , and eh5nh

2 substituted in Eqs.~10! and
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~11!, are those of the inclusions and host at the frequenc
light incident on the sample.ni , n' , andnh are the corre-
sponding refractive indices. The effective dielectric tenso
uniaxial and its principal axis is perpendicular to the fil
plane. The ordinary refractive index of the AKM is therefo

no5Aeh1
f ^ã&xx

12 f 1 f ^k̃&xx

~19!

and the extraordinary index is

ne5Aeh1
f ^ã&zz

12 f 1 f ^k̃&zz

. ~20!

FIG. 1. The order parameterSas a function of the dimensionles
energy U and the applied voltageV0 ~inset! for suspensions of
ellipsoids with e i53, e'52, eh51, d520 mm. In ~a! the
principal depolarization coefficient isdi50.2 and the volume frac-
tion varies: f 50.4 ~solid lines!, f 50.3 ~dotted lines!, f 50.1
~dashed lines!, and f 50.01 ~dash-dot lines!. In ~b! f 50.3 anddi
50.1 ~solid lines!, di50.2 ~dotted lines!, di51/3 ~dashed lines!,
anddi50.5 ~dash-dot lines!.
4-4
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The optical phase shift experienced by light of wavelengthl
incident obliquely at angleq on the plane surface of th
AKM film is

f5
2pd

lcosq
dn, ~21!

where

dn5
none

Ane
2 cos2q1no

2 sin2q
2no . ~22!

FIG. 2. The diagonal elements of the effective dielectric ten
~9! as a function of applied voltage for the same samples as in
1~b!. The upper~lower! curve in each pair isee f f,zz (ee f f,xx).

FIG. 3. The diagonal elements of the effective dielectric ten
~9! as a function of applied voltage for suspensions of ellipso
with the same principal depolarization coefficientsdi50.2 ande'

52, eh51 but different principal dielectric coefficients and vo
ume fractions:e i53, f 50.1 ~dash-dot lines!, and f 50.3 ~dashed
lines!. e i55, f 50.1 ~dotted lines!, and f 50.3 ~solid lines!. The
upper~lower! curve in each pair isee f f,zz (ee f f,xx).
01140
The electric field induced birefringence is

Dn5ne2no5
f da

4nh
~3^cos2u&21!5

N0~db!2E0
2

120nhpkT
~23!

to first order inU and f, whereN05 f /vs is the number of
particles per unit volume anddb5vsda is their polarizabil-
ity. For a suspension wheref 51023, vs51029 cm3, and,
if the orienting field is at microwave frequencies leading
da;0.5 ~typical for particles with an aspect ratio of;5:1),
we findn258pDn/(cE0

2)'231024 cm2/W, wherec is the
speed of light. This is in very good agreement with the e
perimental result of Ref.@4# for the Kerr coefficient of such
an AKM.

Typical results for the electro-optical phase shiftf as a
function of applied voltage for AKM films of microellipsoids
with different aspect ratios and volume fractions are sho
in Figs. 4 and 5. Again, larger anisotropy, either intrinsic
shape anisotropy, of the particles and higher concentrat
lead to a stronger effect. It is interesting to note that
oblate particles withdi51/2, f is negative~Fig. 5!. This
happens because in this exampleda is positive at the low
frequency of the applied field but is negative at the opti
frequency of the incident light. The same behavior is o
tained for the electric field induced birefringenceDn. These
results agree with the observation that the electro-optic
tivity of AKM is strongly influenced by the intrinsic anisot
ropy of the particles, in addition to shape anisotropy, and
phase shift obtained at low concentrations is smaller than
rad @9#.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the reorientation of microellipsoids in liqu
suspensions and the consequent changes in their electro-
properties are studied using a simple model for the bulk
fective dielectric response. The model is an extension of
well-known Maxwell Garnett approximation for the diele

r
g.

r
s

FIG. 4. The electro-optical phase shiftf ~radians! as a function
of applied voltageV0 ~in volts! for the same samples as in Fig.
with ni51.4, n'51.35,nh51, and incidence angleq510°.
4-5
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tric properties of mixtures of isotropic particles and, sim
larly, it is exact to second order in the volume fraction of t
inclusions. As in previous studies of this problem, the ess
tial physics involves a balance between the electrostatic
ergy, which favors alignment with the applied field, and th
mal fluctuations. However, the approach presented here g

FIG. 5. The electro-optical phase shiftf ~radians! as a function
of applied voltageV0 ~in volts! for 20-mm-thick samples withf
50.2, e i53, e'52, eh51, ni51.4, n'51.35, nh51, q510°,
and different principal depolarization coefficients:di50.2 ~solid
line!, di50.25 ~dash-dotted line!, di51/3 ~dotted line!, and di
50.5 ~dashed line!.
v.

01140
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explicit results for the field-dependent orientation distrib
tion of the ellipsoids and provides a convenient framewo
for the evaluation of the electrostatic effects. It also allo
explicit consideration of the electrostatic interaction betwe
the particles at moderate concentrations. Analytical res
are obtained for dilute systems and a very simple numer
scheme is given for systems with higher concentrations
microellipsoids. The results of these calculations reprod
published experimental observations. In particular, the ca
lated order parameter at moderate concentrations (f 50.1–
0.4) agrees well with the experiments of Kralicket al. @8#
which are, to the best of our knowledge, the only resu
published for this regime.

It is demonstrated that the optical phase shift and biref
gence in AKM films should be very sensitive to changes
the orientation distribution, which in turn is sensitive
properties of the microparticles. Measurement of these
fects may therefore offer a good approach for studying
reorientation process and the physical parameters~e.g., par-
ticle shape, intrinsic anisotropy, and concentration! that in-
fluence it. In addition to these fundamental questio
electro-optical effects in AKM are also interesting from th
applied point of view. Like any birefringent material of th
Kerr type, they may be used in electro-optical shutters a
other devices. Their potential advantage over other mate
is the variety of electro-optical behaviors under various c
ditions, demonstrated above. Using AKM we may select
operation voltage and the magnitude of the effects by va
ing particle concentration and shape as well as the intrin
dielectric coefficients of the components.
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